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Message from Project Director
by Chris Barnes, Project Director

In the next Newsletter, we expect to formally announce the details of the award of the first two years of operating
funds for NEPTUNE Canada. This will represent an interim arrangement by granting agencies until Canada
establishes a formal program to support Major Science Initiatives. The Natural Sciences and Engineering Council of
Canada (NSERC) and the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) have agreed, with some conditions, to provide
operating funds over the next two years; one of the conditions is that equivalent (one-third) matching funds be
provided from BC provincial sources and we hope that will be approved by late March. This news is enormously
gratifying, especially being supported by a strong external review committee assessment organized by NSERC.
Another major funding award of over $2 million was received recently following a competitive grant proposal from
Benoît Pirenne (Associate Director, Information Technology) to the CANARIE Infrastructure Extension Program. This
will include the cost of a 10-year service agreement with Shaw Business Solutions for a high bandwidth (10Gbps)
data backhaul connection between the Port Alberni Shore Station and NEPTUNE Canada’s Operations and Data
Centre at the University of Victoria (UVic).
Following the installation of the 800-km backbone cable, repeaters and branching units (see map in Science section)
and much of the post-lay burial work across the two continental shelf routes last fall, NEPTUNE Canada is currently
in detailed discussions with
Alcatel-Lucent on the arrangements for the
installation of the nodes. We expect these to
be deployed ahead of and in sequence with
the secondary cables, junction boxes and
instruments in a complex deployment using a
cable ship, the CCG R/V Tully, and ROPOS
(ROV). Given the limitations posed by the
closing weather window in the fall, some parts
of the installation may extend into spring
2009. Part of the challenge in scheduling these
activities is related to the current final testing
of the medium voltage converter within the
node, and the subsequent manufacture and
assembly of the nodes and the protective trawl
resistant frames (TRFs).
As we pass through our final year of
Cabled Observatory Node
installation and transition into the operating
phase, we will attempt to share news of these exciting developments and lessons learned at conferences, workshops
and through invited lectures. We are planning a Science Workshop in the spring and details will be announced soon
on our website (www.neptunecanada.ca) and by e-mail.
NEPTUNE Canada staff and researchers are presenting talks in the next three months at: ESONET Data Workshop,
Bremen; Ocean Leadership’s Board of Trustees meeting, Washington DC; ASLO/AGU Ocean Sciences 08, Orlando;
Japan Ocean Network Workshop, Tokyo; Seismological Society of America Annual Meeting, Sante Fe, New Mexico;
and MTS/IEEE Oceans 08, Kobe, Japan.

Engineering Report

by Peter Phibbs, Associate Director, Engineering & Operations

While we have been very busy since the December 2007 update, our focus has been on details of the
preparation for node and instrument deployment. Tyco’s C/V Global Sentinel did return with its burial
ROV; after working around the Barkley Canyon Branching Unit, it was called away again before completing burial of the cable. The seabed on the shelf along the southern loop seems particularly resistant in
places to jet burial, but we expect to continue next month.
The details we are currently wrapping up are the extension cables, the wet and dry mate connectors,
extension cable media converters and the junction boxes. Orders for the cables and connectors are being
placed now, so instrument locations have had to be pinned down and conductor sizes selected.
Junction box design and manufacture continues at OceanWorks in North Vancouver, BC. The preliminary
design review is complete, and the details of the junction box largely finalized. Several issues related to
adaption of instruments to function on a cabled observatory rather than on batteries have arisen – all of
them related to details of engineering design, rather than functionality of the instruments. For instance,
batteries have large energy capacity and relatively high resistance, and can support and control the high
inrush current demanded by capacitors on the input to an instrument. However cabled systems, using
DC-DC converters, have very little energy storage and low resistance. When a capacitive load is
attached to a low resistance power supply it acts like a short circuit, demanding more current than a
DC-DC converter can provide. This problem can be addressed in a variety of ways – putting resistance in
line with capacitive loads, or putting current limiters in line – but will need to be addressed prior to the
instruments being deployed.
A similar challenge exists with delivery of time stamps to serial instruments. If the data is such that it
requires more accurate time stamping than can be applied in the shore station, the system offers NTP or
PTP to Ethernet instruments. However, as we transition from serial to Ethernet-ready instruments, we
are working on a solution that will provide precise time to those serial instruments that require it.
These examples stress the importance for us to continue and expand the on-going detailed dialogue with
the instrument engineers and technicians so that we can share experience and identify any issues early
on in the process. The system design has demonstrated its flexibility to accommodate a variety of
demands. However we need the community’s help to continue to identify the range of current instrument
requirements in time to make adjustments.
GIS users will be greatly encouraged by the news that DMAS is planning to become geo-spatial this
summer internally in order to accommodate our ever increasing GIS database. Once this change has
been made it should be possible to access all NEPTUNE Canada data through a GIS portal.
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Science Spotlight—3D Imaging Underwater

by Sally Leys, Assistant Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Alberta

Marine and Benthic Community at Folger

One development project at the Folger Node (see map on page 4) involves designing an array of
cameras for real-time and time-lapse imaging of animals in 3 dimensions. On land, everything we do is
in 3D, but remotely, by video, we are reduced to 2 dimensional views, and in order to manipulate
instruments ROV operators usually use several cameras to get views at different angles. Measurements
made by lasers in 2D images do not account for depth, and so accuracy is compromised. What we
propose to do is image animals within an area, in 3 dimensions, over time and ultimately, in real-time.
From this we will be able to observe changes in volume over time. Our main interest here stems from
the fact that sessile animals respond to changes in the water properties in subtle ways. For example, an
internal wave may cause ascidians and sponges to ‘cringe’, increased sediment or particulates may
cause them to ‘sneeze’. The behaviour of the animal can be correlated with subtle changes in water
column properties, data that will be collected by neighbouring instrumentation.
The system will consist of 8 cameras fixed in a circular array around the object (of which there are many
to choose from at the Folger Node). The cameras will be controlled by a submerged computer, and
images captured according to a protocol programmed from Edmonton. This project is a combination of
computing and biological research and is carried out in the labs of Herb Yang and Sally Leys at the
University of Alberta, with engineering design by Highland Technologies, Sidney.

Camera Array Configuration
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Science Experiments Update

by Mairi Best, Associate Director, Science

NEPTUNE Canada will transform our understanding of biological, chemical, physical, and geological
processes across an entire tectonic plate, from the shelf to the deep sea. Real-time continuous
monitoring and archiving will allow scientists to capture the temporal nature and characteristics of these
natural processes in a way never before possible. These involve interacting processes, long term
changes, and chaotic, episodic events that are difficult to study and quantify by traditional means.
Here we broadly summarize the currently planned science experiments, which are being developed by
over 80 scientists, technicians, and students that form our community of science builders. We also
provide detailed information on the instruments to be installed during this first phase thanks to the
engagement of our science collaborators and funding from Canada Foundation for Innovation and BC
Knowledge Development Fund. These instruments will provide freely available real-time data that we
invite the ocean science community to explore and interpret.

NEPTUNE Canada observatory map showing cable route, as well as node and shore station locations.
All nodes except Middle Valley (awaiting further funding) will be installed in the first phase.
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Folger Passage
At Folger Passage, sites located on the seafloor and a pinnacle on the continental shelf near the entrance
to Barkley Sound, the objectives are to: identify the factors that control biological productivity both
within the water column and at the seafloor; evaluate the effects that marine processes have on fish and
marine mammals; and provide learning opportunities for students, researchers and the public, many of
whom will be working and studying at the nearby Bamfield Marine Sciences Centre.

Initial Folger Passage Instruments
RDI Workhorse Monitor ADCP’s at 1200, 600, and 300 kHz
Nortek Aquadopp current sensor 2 MHz
Nortek Aquadopp profiler 2 MHz
Aanderaa optode 3830
Biospherical PAR light sensor QSP-2150
Seabird SeaCAT SBE16plus
Biosonics DT-Xu scientific echosounder 38, 120, 200 kHz
Naxys broadband hydrophone 10Hz-65kHz
WETlabs ECO backscatter/FLNTU fluorometer
Sidus high resolution video camera
bottom pressure recorder
3D 8 camera array with lights

Continental Slope adjacent to Ocean Drilling Program Site 889
A site on the mid-continental slope (1,260m deep) off south-central Vancouver Island is rich in shallowly
buried gas hydrates. The objectives are to monitor changes in hydrate distribution, depth, structure,
properties and venting, particularly related to earthquakes, slope failures and regional plate motions.
Characterization of these will employ geophysical instruments including a controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) system, a seafloor compliance system (gravimeter) and an acoustic sensor to detect
release of methane gas bubbles into the water column. A broadband seismometer will help pinpoint
movements associated with the Juan de Fuca subduction zone below.

Initial ODP 889 Instruments
controlled source electromagnetic array
compliance gravimeter
Kongsberg Mesotech rotary sonar 330 kHz
Guralp CMG-IT broadband seismometer 360 s - 50 Hz
with strong motion accelerometer and pressure gauge
Naxys low frequency hydrophone 0.5Hz-1 kHz
Nortek Aquadopp current sensor 2MHz
Seabird Microcat SBE37S
bottom pressure recorder
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Endeavour Mid-Ocean Ridge
At Endeavour Ridge complex interactions among volcanic, tectonic, hydrothermal and biological
processes will be quantified where new volcanic seafloor is created at the western edge of the Juan de
Fuca plate. The region (approximately 300 km off British Columbia), has been the site of intensive
investigation for more than 20 years; for example, of the chemical-biological linkages of black smoker
chimneys and their chemosynthetic biotas. NEPTUNE Canada will benefit both ongoing and new
experiments with the real-time monitoring capability of the network: coordinated continuous data in
response to episodic events such as earthquakes and intrusions will be recorded across a suite of
instruments both at the hydrothermal vents on the seafloor and within moorings extending 250m up into
the 2,200m water column. A network of seismometers here and at other sites will provide high
resolution information on tectonic processes such as earthquakes and strain across the Juan de Fuca
plate.

Initial Endeavour Instruments (number in brackets if >1)
RAS McLane water sampler
Sidus high resolution video camera

Tempo-Mini - including a video camera + LED lights and antifouling, Aanderaa
optode, temperature probes, and the CHEMINI (total Fe) system
T H2 resistivity probe (2)
microbial incubator
short period seismometers (4)
Guralp CMG-IT broadband seismometer 360s-50Hz
with strong motion accelerometer and pressure gauge
Naxys low frequency hydrophone 0.5Hz-1 kHz
bottom pressure recorder
4 regional circulation moorings consisting of RDI Workhorse Long Ranger ADCP 75
kHz, Nortek Aquadopp current sensor 2MHz (4) and Seabird Microcat SBE37S (4)

Abyssal Plain adjacent to Ocean Drilling Program Site 1027
At the abyssal plain site in 2,660m water depth, we will be connecting to existing Ocean Drilling Program
borehole monitoring systems. Circulation obviation retrofit kits (CORKs) will monitor in real-time
changes in crustal temperature and pressure, particularly as they relate to events such as earthquakes,
hydrothermal convection or regional plate strain at this mid-plate site. A tsunami system across the
plate, with a highly sensitive array at this site (bottom pressure recorders) allow determination of open
ocean tsunami amplitude, propagation direction and speed. Data from this system will complement
information from other tsunami sensors around the North Pacific.

Initial ODP 1027 Instruments (number in brackets if >1)
Guralp CMG-IT broadband seismometer 360 s - 50 Hz
with strong motion accelerometer and pressure gauge
Naxys low frequency hydrophone 0.5Hz-1 kHz
Nortek Aquadopp current sensor 2MHz
Seabird Microcat SBE37S
bottom pressure recorder (3)
CORK temperature sensor
CORK pressure sensor (2)
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Barkley Canyon
Farther south along the continental slope, Barkley Canyon allows quantification of changes in biological
and chemical activity associated with nutrient and sediment transport around the shelf/slope break and
through the canyon to the deep sea.
Using a vertical profiler in the water column of this site (340m), NEPTUNE will study coupling of complex
currents with planktonic blooms, the base of the fisheries food chain. The observatory’s real-time
continuous data will allow an understanding how this coupling relates to variability in oceanographic
processes, and how it responds to long-term climate change.

Initial Vertical Profiler Instruments
Aanderaa optode 3830
ProOceanus CO2-Pro
Seabird SeaCAT SBE19plus
Satlantic upwelling and downwelling radiometers HOCRICSW, R08W
Satlantic nitrate sensor ISUS V3
Naxys broadband hydrophone 10Hz-65kHz
WETlabs ECO backscatter/FLNTU fluorometer
Nortek-AWAC profiler 400KHz
ASL Zap echosounder 125 kHz
RDI Workhorse Long Ranger ADCP 75 kHz (at base)

Vertical Profiler System for NEPTUNE Canada
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Barkley Canyon—continued
A complex continental slope benthic ecology experiment (to 900m water depth) is designed to interface
with water column and sediment transport observations in Barkley Canyon. This will examine changes in
seafloor communities related to the transfer of energy and nutrients from the water column to the
seafloor, and through the channelling action of the canyon (e.g. downward sediment transport, upward
nutrient transport or seasonal upwelling). In addition, outcropping hydrate mounds in this area allow
study of their accretion and degradation.

Initial Barkley Canyon Seafloor Instruments (number in brackets if >1)
fluorometer
Imagenex multibeam sonar 675kHz
Kongsberg Mesotech rotary sonar 1071 sonar head 675 kHz (3)
microbial sensor package
Naxys broadband hydrophone 10Hz-65kHz
Nortek Aquadopp profiler 2 MHz (3)
Pan Tilt video + laser
plankton pump (2)
RDI Workhorse Monitor ADCP 600 kHz
RDI Workhorse Quartermaster Monitor ADCP 150kHz
Seabird Microcat SBE37S
Seabird SeaCAT SBE16plus
sediment trap (2)
Naxys low frequency hydrophone 0.5Hz-1kHz
bottom pressure recorder
Kongsberg Mesotech rotary sonar - crawler location system
methane sensor on crawler
CTD on crawler
benthic flow simulation chamber on crawler
Pan/tilt/zoom web cam on crawler
heat probe
Thanks again to all who continue to work so hard preparing NEPTUNE Canada for installation, and who
continue to develop these science projects. For those who are not yet involved, get in touch and let us
know what you would like to do with this instrument array, or propose new instruments to further
augment the system.

Barkley Canyon—sponge, shrimp and brittlestar

Exposed outcrop of methane hydrate,
Barkley Canyon
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Science Bytes

An informal lunchtime lecture series held at the end of each month.
Here is an abstract from a recent presentation.

Monitoring crustal formation pressures using CORKs
November 20th, 2007

presented by Alison LaBonté
NEPTUNE Canada Research Associate
Pacific Geoscience Centre, Geological Survey of Canada
Away from their boundaries, Earth's tectonic plates are known to move steadily at rates equal to those
defined over geologic time scales, i.e. at centimeters per year, but near plate boundaries motions are
episodic. Stresses accumulate for years to hundreds of years, and are then released suddenly through
large amounts of slip. These events are usually accompanied by earthquakes, which can be damaging
when they occur near centers of population. Wherever they occur, earthquakes affect the geologic
environment by changing the hydrologic structure of the surrounding crustal rock directly (e.g. fracturing
creates new pathways for fluid flow), and indirectly (e.g. squeezing the crust creates pressure gradients
which drive fluid flow, and intensive shaking can result in enhanced pressure of pore fluids). These
strain induced pressure changes can be observed for hundreds of kilometers from sites of slip.
Observations of tectonic activity at the Cascadia subduction zone can be made using Circulation
Obviation Retrofit Kit (CORK) instruments. CORKs are installed at boreholes drilled several hundred
meters into the ocean crust in order to monitor pressures below the seafloor. The measured amount of
pressure change at the borehole site can be used to determine the magnitude of slip and thus the
efficiency with which earthquakes are generated.
With the new-found ability to study active plate tectonic processes, seismogenic slip, and related fluid
flow using seafloor hydrologic instrumentation, comes new motivation to increase the rate with which
information can be gathered. Towards these ends, we have built new CORK data logging units that take
advantage of technologies developed since original CORK installations. Improvements include
1) increased sensor resolution that will allow a closer view of the plate-scale processes at work,
and 2) compatibility with the NEPTUNE fibre-optic cable network that will provide power and allow data
to be received in real time on shore. This will eliminate the need for submersible visits for data
downloads, and allow measurements to be made on a nearly continuous basis (1 Hz sampling), thus
providing observations that will properly link hydrologic, geodynamic, and seismic processes.
If you would like to join us for upcoming talks, or would like to contribute a short general
audience talk please contact Leslie Elliott (elliottl@uvic.ca).

The Earth’s tectonic plates showing the Juan de Fuca Plate that NEPTUNE Canada spans
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DMAS Update

by Benoît Pirenne, Associate Director, Information Technology

As I write this update, the DMAS group is currently putting the finishing touches to the data
acquisition drivers for the upcoming VENUS cruise. Quite a few new instruments have appeared on the
list of assets that will be attached to both the Saanich Inlet as well as the Strait of Georgia nodes. To
mention just a few: we will have two new Nortek Vector and Vectrino current meters, WETlabs
fluorometers and turbidity sensors, Imagenex sonar and a Scifish sonar. This requires not only the
development of the drivers, but also thorough testing, preferably with the actual instrument connected in
the lab.
Immediately following the VENUS cruise, the emphasis will be put on the NEPTUNE Canada instruments.
About 30 different types will have to be dealt with in terms of data acquisition and testing. Most of them
have arrived at the integration lab in Sidney, BC where we can have them connected in turn. We want to
be ready with most of them by the summer. In August, the final set up of the Port Alberni shore station
should take place.
In the meantime, and in preparation for the installation, we will soon come up with a request for
proposals for all the servers and the data storage that will be needed to operate the NEPTUNE Canada
observatory at the shore station and at the data centre. UVic is currently preparing the construction of a
new data centre, to be situated near our headquarters. The building is scheduled to be ready in early
2009. Space is reserved for NEPTUNE Canada and VENUS in this modern building.
Still on infrastructure, this past January, we received very good news from CANARIE, Inc. regarding our
backhaul funding proposal: CANARIE will take over the data transport expense and provide us with a
10Gbps line between the Port Alberni shore station and Victoria for the next 10 years.
Another activity which took up a lot of attention in these past few weeks was the preparation of a
“Statement of Work” in response to the pre-approval of our CANARIE Network-Enabled Platform
proposal. The 2-year project we submitted is entitled “A Platform to Create and Support Ocean Science
Virtual Organizations”. If successful, the project outcome will allow NEPTUNE Canada to be interoperable
with other sources of real-time or archived data. Moreover, our users will be able to perform many of
their traditional tasks on-line, within an environment that will include features such as social networking,
data search and retrieval, on-line or Grid data processing and instrument control – possibly at
non-NEPTUNE Canada locations. We will eagerly await the outcome of this competition.
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NSF’s Ocean Observatories Initiative

by Holly Given, Director of Ocean Observing Activities, The Consortium for Ocean Leadership

Since our last update, we have successfully met a key milestone in the progress of the Ocean
Observatories Initiative – the Preliminary Design Review (PDR). In December 2007, a formal review
panel was convened by the National Science Foundation (NSF). The twenty expert panelists carefully
reviewed the OOI project, focusing on its management, scope, and budget. The overall recommendation
from the panel was that the OOI is ready to enter the detailed design and construction phase. The final
report from the panel is available on our Web site http://www.oceanleadership.org/node/1357.
On February 4th, the U.S. President released his FY09 budget request. While the budget request for the
NSF was 16-percent above current year funding, new rules for NSF’s Large Facilities Construction
Account have delayed the construction phase of several programs, including the OOI. This new process
requires a Final Design Review (FDR) to be conducted in October 2008 to determine the readiness of the
OOI’s detailed design, execution plans, and risk analysis for full construction. We are now focused on
preparations to advance the OOI project toward FDR. The OOI Project Office will also continue to
facilitate and coordinate science-planning efforts on behalf of the ocean research community while
conveying the importance and transformational nature of the program.
The final report from the July 2007 Ocean Leadership-sponsored Profiler Mooring Workshop is now
available. The workshop was held to assess the technical status, capabilities, and development needs
for profiling moorings to meet requirements for the OOI. Participants included 29 U.S. and international
academic researchers, engineers, and industry representatives. The workshop report can be found at
http://www.oceanleadership.org/ocean_observing/workshops/profiling.
If you are attending the Ocean Sciences Meeting in Orlando, please join the OOI team and members
of Ocean Leadership for a Town Hall Meeting on Tuesday March 4 at 7:30pm in W105 and at Session
153, Research Ocean Observatories: Progress and Emerging Technologies, on Thursday in the Poster
Hall and Friday from 8:00-5:30 in W304 C/D.
The OOI Project Office is now at the Consortium for Ocean Leadership, a new organization formed
by the merger of the Joint Oceanographic Institutions (JOI) and the Consortium for Oceanographic
Research and Education (CORE). View our new web site at www.oceanleadership.org. Ocean Leadership
seeks to be the unified voice for the ocean community with experience in large program management
and education and advocates for sound ocean policy.
In this critical year for the OOI, Ocean Leadership is working to ensure that we have the technical,
political, and community support necessary to bring this initiative into its construction phase.
Check our web site for the latest developments and feel free to contact Gregg Schmidt or
Laura Snow-Thakral at 202-232-3900 with any questions.
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NEPTUNE Canada and VENUS—Collaborative Ocean Observatories
VENUS and NEPTUNE Canada, both led by the University of Victoria, and overseen by Ocean Networks
Canada work side by side in the Technology Enterprise Facility on the University campus. The collaborative
nature and physical closeness of these projects allows for many shared benefits and opportunities.
VENUS, or the Victoria Experimental Network Under the Sea, is a coastal, cabled seafloor observatory and
the world's first operational, real-time portal into the ocean. VENUS includes two interactive laboratories,
one currently installed and operational in Saanich Inlet and a second in the Strait of Georgia to be installed
and operational in early 2008.
For the latest news on VENUS visit their website at: www.venus.uvic.ca

Ocean Networks Canada
by Martin Taylor, President & CEO

Ocean Networks Canada held its second Board of Directors meeting on Wednesday, January 30, 2008. The
primary focus of the meeting was to engage the Board in the development of the ONC strategic and
business plan. The plan has four components: supporting transformative ocean science; informing public
policy; creating commercial opportunities; and promoting public outreach and education. The Board spent
the afternoon in group and plenary sessions focused on establishing goals and performance measures in
each of these four areas. The process now is to develop a draft plan with further engagement of the Board
in advance of its next meeting on May 28, 2008. In this context, it’s proving very advantageous to have a
Board which includes senior level representation from the academic, government and private sectors.
The Board was very pleased to receive the news of the NSERC/CFI short term funding of the operating costs
for NEPTUNE Canada, while recognizing the continued need for both Board and management to be proactive
at the Federal level to secure a policy and program for sustained operating funding of major science
initiatives in Canada.
A possible exciting new opportunity for extending the ocean observing system capabilities of VENUS and
NEPTUNE Canada to the Arctic was discussed with input from Dr. Peter Harrison, Senior Associate Deputy
Minister, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, and from Dr. Wendy Watson-Wright, Assistant Deputy Minister
Science, Department of Fisheries and Oceans. ONC will follow up on this opportunity through participation
in upcoming workshops in Edmonton in April.
Martin Taylor will be representing ONC at MTS/IEEE Oceans ’08 conference in Kobe, Japan in April and is
presenting a paper on “Supporting the operations of the NEPTUNE Canada and VENUS cabled ocean
observatories”.

NEPTUNE Canada
University of Victoria
PO Box 1700 STN CSC
Victoria, BC Canada V8W 2Y2

Phone: (250) 472-5400
Fax: (250) 472-5370
E-mail: neptune@uvic.ca
www.neptunecanada.ca
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